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Our  Robot Story

1) Why are grown men playing with
  robot toys?

2) The history of our efforts

3) Things we’ve learned

4) Things we’re doing in the near future

5) Demonstration and Q & A
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WHY ???
  Above all else, it’s really, really, fun 
  We find it very satisfying & rewarding
  We’re learning continuously about 
electronics, software, microcomputers, 
mechanical systems, testing methods...

  Because we can. We know that we are 
very lucky to have the time, resources, 
and teamwork to do really cool stuff.
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The History
A large part of this obsession is the fault 
of Eric Pierce VA3EP.

-got us started in Ham radio & 
electronics, and continues as our Elmer.

-gave us the 2 day ham course in 2002

-was part of the 3 amigos robot group, 
whose “butter bots” were featured in a 
LARC presentation 13 years ago in 
2005...
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Introduction 
to Robotics
Doug Elliott, VA3DAE

Andrew Mitchell, VA3WAM 
Eric Pierce, VA3EP

London Amateur Radio Club
 Oct 13, 2005 
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RV Wallbanger - 1

scanning servo

chassis

Shepherd caster

P.B. Jar lid

Breadboard

Rangefinder

batteries
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Skippy the Robot
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 Shaky Larry (the Parkinson bot)
 2 X 4 wood
 Stepper motors

 Peter Pan bot (straight on ‘till morning) 
 ¼” plywood
 Wound field drive motors
 Steering (Stepper motor)

 Grandpa bot (no energy)
 Plexiglas
 Stepper drive motors
 Stepper steering motors

Leaping then Looking
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  The Next   
  Inspiration -
  A “BallBot”
Robot has 3 special 
“omni-wheels” that sit 
against a large ball. 
Move the wheels the 
right way, and the bot 
balances, and moves.

    Simple, eh?
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Our First
Generation
-electrically and 
mechanically fragile

-math to control the 
wheels was torture

-tendency towards 
self destruction

-first exhibit in the 
bot museum.
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SegBotStep
   MARK1
SEGway-like roBOT 
with STEPper motors

-18” tall plexiglass

-Raspberry Pi and 
Arduino DUE

-data bus disasters

-it’s the 2nd exhibit in 
our museum 
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SegBotStep MARK2
 a single high end microprocessor with 
built-in WiFi support - ESP8266

 integrate components to hand built main 
board to reduce cable bulk and complexity

 goal is untethered autonomous operation
 2 clones, so we can work in parallel
 Battery plan B - the Battery Beret 
 Basic real time telemetry to a web browser
 software, documentation & tools on Github
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SBS-MARK2
-In angled test jig 
for balance tests

-2 x 16 chest LCD

-12 inches tall

-no more duck 
tape, but lots of 
rubber bands

SBS-MARK2
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-ready for open 
heart surgery

-CPU has PCB 
etch WiFi antenna

-red boards are 
motor controllers

-top center board 
is IMU sensor

-top right rectifier

SBS-MARK2
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SegBotStep MARK3
-Development well under way

-schematic > PCB layout > custom PCB

-large CNC on the way to make modular 
chassis, PCBs & lots of other things

-considering a 3D printer as well

-going to latest processor - ESP32:  3 x 
speed, dual-core, many more GPIOs…

-extensive real time telemetry
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Lessons Learned
-maximize physical robustness

-minimize physical complexity

-plan for troubleshooting, and invest time in 
tools and diagnostic capabilities

-to get a complex system working you need 
to be able to get a lot of information out of it 
while it’s running “off the bench”

-document everything in excruciating detail 
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Future Plans
-balance > movement > goal seeking 
-add appendages & sensors & behaviours
-open source and share everything
-open a “maker space”
    -get like minded people together 
    -create synergy, catalysts & sharing
    -have a rich set of tools quickly available
    -start producing kits for people like us
    -offer classes & training, especially for 
     young people
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The Demonstration

Balancing on a table, with and 
without carpeting.

(possibly followed by picking the 
pieces off the floor)
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Questions? 
Stuff to be available in this preso on club website:

The preso itself:

     SegBotStep.ppt 

Our Github repositories:

     https://github.com/dashboard/discover?q=va3wam

Contact for more information:

      Doug’s email:   canoe.eh@gmail.com

     Why are grown men playing with robot toys? 
                ….because it’s a lot of fun!

https://github.com/dashboard/discover?q=va3wam
mailto:canoe.eh@gmail.com
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